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MEDIUM TITLE AUTHOR PuB DATE SUBJECT DESCRIPTORS COPIES CALL NUMBER

print A Covenant Plan for Smaller
Congregations

Hobbs, W. Ebert n.d. Financial Development 5? B 830SP

A stewardship program for smaller congregations, based on methods that have been tested and found to be productive.

print A Covenant Plan for the every member
canvass

Hobbs, W. Ebert n.d. Financial Development 1 B 829SP

Contains all the essentials for an effective Every Member Canvas.

print A Declaration for Mission:Your
Congregation's budget

Geddes, Lynne 1987 Narrative Budgeting 2 B 828SP

How to develop a mission statement for your church, based on your church budget.

print A guide for visitors Hobbs, W. Ebert n.d. Visitation 3 B 853SP

Some suggestions for those who call on behalf of the church.

print A life alive unto god * * Stewardship-Bible Studies 1 B 827SP

A stewardship bible study on 1 Cor. 6:19-20.

print A manual for Stewardship
development programs in the
congregation / by Mr. Thomas R.
Gossen and Ms. Lonnie Schreiber.

Gossen, Thomas
Schreiber, Lonnie

1996 stewardship
stewardship development
programs
Stewardship Education

1 B 1108SP

An educational manual for stewardship education development within the congregation, with year-round planning modules, associations
with accompanying Bible study, and training guidelines , , with significant contributions by sustaining members of the Episcopal
Network for Stewardship.
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print A matter of stewardship Anderson, Paul 1984 * 3 B 821SP

Designed as a method to help people consider the scope of Christian stewardship prayerfully and comprehensively.

print A matter of stewardship-bible studies Anglican Church of
Canada

1984 Stewardship-Bible Studies 3 B 822SP

Stewardship of: Our world, our bodies, our homes, our possessions, our finances, our giving, our time, our talents, our vocations, our
hearts and minds, the Gospel, life.

print A Mini-Manual for Comm-Pac Hempfling, Robert J. n.d. Financial Development 2 B 834SP

An introduction to Comm-Pac. Preparing a 3 yr. profile of giving. Sections for Comm-Pac Director, coordinators of goal-setting,
information, and presentation, plus one on pastoral leadership.

print A parish program for stewardship
education

Stewards for Life 1989 stewardship Program Resources
/ manuals

1 B 850SP

*

Print A Plan for Stewardship Education &
Development Through the Year

Gordon, David W. 1996 Stewardship education 3 RC 97-1SP

The program which has been used in the Episcopal Diocese of New York for more than ten years. Includes many "clean copy" pages for
local reproduction.

print A Plan for Stewardship Education and
Development Through the Year

Gordon, David W. 1996 3 B 97-5SP

An outline manual which includes sample letters, report forms, and various items for copying.

print A Stewardship bibliography 1985 Resources 3 B 799SP

A working list, contributed by stewardship executives who have found these resources to be useful in their own work.

print A study guide for hall's 'the steward, a
biblical symbol come of age'

Williams, J. Phillips 1985 Stewardship-Bible Studies 1 B 819SP

A stewardship bible study.
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print A Time for Vision Bonner,
Robert|Schadt, Stuart

1989 Mission 1 B 787SP

Stewardship at its finest honors the vision of mission which grows and develops out of the household of faith.

print Adventure in thanks/giving 1985 Financial Development 1 B 845SP

Contains: 4 guides, 2 three wishes posters, 2 theme posters, 2 estimate card posters, 7 skits, 2 sunday school lessons, sermon ideas,
evaluation form, 2 order forms, samples of: offering envelope, estimate envelope, estimate card, promotional brochure, 3 wishes form, 3
leaflets.

print Becoming a giving church Mather, Herbert 1985 * 1 B 785SP

Prepared to help your church come to know the joy and excitement of giving.

print Being stewards:a bibliography Horvath, Theodore
S., ed.

1984 Resources 1 B 840SP

A bibliography of stewardship resources which covers five main categories which fall under the broad term of stewardship.

print Blessed...in Order to Bless Dobie, George E. 1986 Stewardship-Bible Studies 2 B 824SP

A stewardship Bible study.

print Cheerful Givers Kershner, Sally n.d. Tithes 1 B 817SP

Stewardship cartoons.

print Christian giving:a parish stewardship
program for the 1980's

Brady, Graeme
A.|Compton, Everald

n.d. stewardship Program Resources
/ manuals

1 B 848SP

10 week programme; 8 weeks of preparation and a 2 week intensive phase when parishioners are involved in Study Groups on the theme
of Christian Giving.

print Christian time management:investing
God's gift wisely

Erickson, Kenneth
A.

1985 * 1 B 740SP

Gives practical solutions to time management problems.
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print Christians doing financial planning
II:your values and your money

Woodruff,
Elizabeth, ed.

1984 * 4 B 793SP

Purpose: to encourage us as individuals and/or as family members to develop and use good money management procedures; to enhance
our quality of life; to enable us, through thoughtful and prayerful consideration, to manage our resources, being mindful of others and
our value system. For lone or group study.

print Close the back door:ways to create a
caring congregational fellowship

Harre, Alan F. 1984 Church Growth 1 B 1006SP

Describes the kind of members who become 'backdoor losses', while providing a thorough evaluation of the entire situation. Preventive
measures the congregation can take, plus specific concerns that should be considered as you try to reactivate the 'dropouts'.

print Color me steward 1984 * 1 B 807SP

A contemporary story that teaches children that stewards are responsible caretakers of God, while they have fun colouring.

print ConsecrationDay:stewardship
enlistment program

n.d. Stewardship Program Resources 1 B 856SP

An outline for a Consecration Day program which has been tested and found to be successful.

print Creative stewardship Cunningham,
Richard B.

1984 * 1 B 752SP

Offers guidelines for leaders of the church, both lay and clergy, which will help them apply the principles and patterns of Christian
stewardship as a model for creative living. Book begins with biblical reflection on the meaning of stewardship and moves on to practical
concerns.

print Dare to be stewards Gaskill, Norma W. 1986 * 1 B 800SP

Leader's guide: Help for planning and leading a six-session exploration of stewardship for youth; Student manual: Pictures, poems, and
prayers by youth for a six-session exploration of stewardship.

print Direct mail Baumer, Paul E. 1984 Financial Development 1 B 835SP

An introduction to direct mailing. Planning the program, support activities, helpful hints, writing letters, etc.
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print Faith-promise Redington, Dana
S.|Grevatt, E. Barent

1984 Faith|Giving 1 B 838SP

An introduction to the faith-promise approach to pledging.

print Finding our way in stewardship Moxley, S. and Lori
Ramsey-Sullivan

1988 Stewardship for teens and
young adults (13-18). Youth
ministry - stewardship

3 B 798SP

A resource to help youth learn more about what stewardship means, and how they can become stewards for God. Includes discussion
questions, Bible studies, forma and charts; for individual or group use.

print Focus on our committment 1984 Financial
Development|Visitation

2 B 841SP

Titles are: Commitment Overview; Sunday Worship; Faith-Promise; Personal Delivery; Telephone Approach; Personal Visits; Small
Groups; Congregational Dinner; Direct Mail; Being Stewards:A Bibliography; Church Membership and Confirmation Classes; Special
Efforts On Other Occasions.

print Focus on our mission 1985 Mission|Financial Development 1 B 842SP

Titles are: Overview; Building a Budget for Mission; Writing a Mission Statement; Doing Mission; Being Stewards:A Bibliography;
Building Excitement About Mission; Discovering Resources About Our Church's Wider Mission; Local Church Committee for
Stewardship and Mission:Organization and Function.

print Fundamentals of Fund Raising Heetland, David L. 1989 Fundraising 1 B 1102SP

Describes the role of clergy and laity in advancing stewardship and addresses the subject of stewardship as it relates to the whole church.

print Gifts discovery workshop Mather, Herbert 1985 * 1 B 802SP

Leader's guide - Will guide leader in preparing for and leading a 2 & 1/2 hour Gifts Discovery Workshop; My giftbook - Student
giftbook for use with a Gifts Discovery Workshop. Intended to help student discover his/her talents.
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print Giving and stewardship in an effective
church : a guide for every member.

Callahan, Kennon L. c1992 ; 1 Christian giving. Planned
giving.Congregational
development.

3 (1 copy
in PEI)

b1352SP

based on the premise that money follows mission, not the reverse, and the stronger the congregation's relational characteristics, the
stronger the giving, this book offers church leaders a complete guide to setting and achieving financial goals through well-planned
budgeting and fundraising and healthy habits of church financees, by focusing their best creativity, leadership and energy in advancing
their mission.

print Giving children the opportunity to give Orthodox Church * * 9 -- copy 9
in PEI

B 790SP

To assist parents in the parish to better guide their children into the joyful experience of giving. Incl. discussion questions.

print Giving:learning about christian
stewardship

Price, Brena J. n.d. Teacher Training 1 B 847SP

A large picture book designed for teaching sunday school children about stewardship. Instructions for use included.

print Guests of God, stewards of Divine
Creation.

Hellwig, Monika K. 1999 Christianity -- environmental
stewardship. Spiritual life --
Catholic church -- meditations

1 b1405CL

print Imaging God Hall, Douglas John 1986 Human Relationships 1 B 758SP

Does not attempt to exonerate historical Christianity from the charge of permitting degradation of the environment. Confession is not
enough; we must rethink our whole understanding of the relation between nature and humanity - an understanding based on the concept
that humanity was created in the image of God.

print I've got something to share Gaskill, Norma,
ed.|Patterson-
Sumwalt, Susan A.

1986 Stewardship-Bible Studies /
Children

1 B 810SP

Leader's guide for a 6-session stewardship unit with gr.3-6.
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print Let's learn about stewardship:an
information and activities book

1986 Christian Education|Activities 2 B 804SP

A booklet about what it means to be a good steward. Full of activities for children to learn about stewardship.

print Living in the maybe : a steward
confronts the spirit of
Fundamentalism.

Levan, Christopher 1998 Stewardship, Christian.
Fundamentalism --
Controversial literature. Church
revitalization.

1 b1333SP

Through an exploration of the themes of faithfulness, wealth and happiness, Levan points the way forward in the anxious search for
certainty that grips our churches amid the growing relativism of today's culture, and shows how the biblical notion of stewardship
provides a pattern for shaping an appropriate Christian response to the apprehensions of our culture and offers an antidote to its hunger
for eternal fundamentals that is also an effective means of revitalizing the church.

print Living more with less Friesen, Delores 1981 Lifestyle -- Christian.
Guidebooks

1 B 777SP

A guide designed for personal reflection and study or group interaction. It suggests projects, questions, goals, and resources for
stewardship education. To be used in conjuction with B 778.

print Living more with less Longacre, Doris J. 1980 Lifestyle -- Christian.
Guidebooks

1 B 778SP

Personal testimonies of individuals and familes who struggle with simplifying lifestyles to be free from society's suffocating affluence.
Contains numerous ideas which can simplify daily life. To be used in conjunction with B 777.

print Mini messages on stewardship Bayne, Raymond 1976 * 1 B 776SP

52 messages on giving will provide clergy with stewardship material which can be used when offering time arrives during the service.
Designed to help the congregation abound in the grace of giving. Can be used in the church bulletin.

print Money matters:making sense of the
economic issues that affect you

Sproul, R. C., Jr. 1985 * 1 B 745SP

Making sense of the economic issues that affect you. Provides a fresh look at how money, personal finances and national economic
policy affect each of us.

print Money:guilt or excitement? Bockelman, Wilfred 1986 * 1 B 735SP

Money is viewed in business as having exciting possibilities, yet greeted by a lack of enthusiasm in the church. A challenge for the
reader to experience the excitement of investing in the work of the church.
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print Much more than giving Bleick, Roy 1985 Giving 1 B 1008SP

Essay on Christian stewardship, sermon studies with expanded outlines, sermonic Bible studies, and stewardship Bible studies. Provides
parish pastors with practical and effective resource for creating and delivering stewardship sermons that get results.

print Now, concerning the offering Berger, Hilbert J. 1985 * 1 B 764SP

This booklet on the offertory experience was developed as an aid to worship leaders. The model offertory sentences and prayers are
intended as guidelines for making the experience of giving a spiritual act which is central to our worship. The sentences and prayers can
alert worshippers to the priviledge of contributing to the work of the Church of Jesus Christ.

print Offering meditations and prayers Keene, Laurence C. 1984 Meditations|Prayer 1 B 779SP

Stewardship meditations and prayers which can be used in public worship.

print Personal delivery Potts, Earle R. 1984 Financial Development 1 B 836SP

An introduction to personal delivery. How to do it, what to put in the envelope, a sample letter to send to members, how to make
personal delivery packets, etc.

print Personal Note Commitment Program:
a workbook supplement to "a manual
for stewardship development programs
in the congregation"

Gossen, Thomas R
Schreiber, Lonnie

1996 Stewardship
Stewardship Development
Programs
Stewardship Education
workbooks

1 B 1108aSP

A workbook to accompany "amanual for stewardship development programs..." with flowcharts, study plans and actual planning charts
with room for notation.

print Personal visits Sommers, Patricia A. 1984 Visitation 1 B 839SP

An introduction to the stewardship of visitation. Agendas for workshops to recruit & train visitors, how to schedule visits, etc.

print Planning year round stewardship Reed, Ronald
L.|Carson, Thomas
H., Jr.

1986 Mission 1 B 774SP

Program guide to ongoing stewardship intended for a church with fewer than 500 members. Contains: a stewardship statement, elements
of a theology of stewardship, ideas for ongoing stewardship activity, a stewardship bibliography.
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print PMC:practice of ministry in
canada:special stewardship issue

1988 Volunteers|Lifestyles / gifts 3 B 851SP

Preaching about money, caring for volunteers, choosing resources and programs, dealing with bequests and legacies, re-visioning
lifestyles, goal setting, presenting needs, see Scripture with new eyes, discovering the pastor's role.

print Preaching stewardship Wilson-Kastner,
Patricia

* * 1 B 773SP

Shows how preaching with a stewardship focus can be an every-Sunday theme as one becomes alert to stewardship possibilites within
the Sunday lectionary.

print Public theology and political economy Stackhouse, Max L. 1987 Christianity and Society 1 B 753SP

Stewardship is a Christian term for responsible economics. The chief task of the Christian steward is to cultivate a new public theology
to shape the structures and policies of public life.

print Putting God first:the tithe Gaskill, Norma W. 1988 Tithes 3 B 792SP

Discusses biblical comments on tithing. Looks at personal stories from people who have decided to tithe. Can be used with a group for a
four-session study. Incl. leader notes.

print Share the journey Walker, Ken 1988 Stewardship-Bible Studies 3 B 826SP

A stewardship bible study.

print Share-Give of Yourself Critchell, Madeline 1989 Stewardship-Bible Studies 3 B 823SP

A stewardship bible study.

print Steps to success in stewardship:a
percentage giving manual

Major, Carl, ed. 1988 Giving / manuals 5 -- copy 4
in PEI

B 831SP

Complete and concise instructions to parish leaders so that they may effectively enlist financial support for the church and its work in
Christ's name. Involves many people and employs tried-and- true methods that result not only in enlarged ministries but also in a greater
sense of commitment and stewardship on the part of individual members.

print Steps to success in stewardship:a
percentage giving manual

n.d. Giving / manuals 1 B 832SP

A step by step program for developing percentage giving.
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print Stewards of the mysteries of god Sherer, Michael 1985 1 B 813SP

A master planning guide (b 813.a) for creating a whole-life stewardship experience for the congregation. Provides planning timelines,
thoughts on leadership and leadership training, formats for an overnight retreat and stewardship parables. Accompanying booklet (b
813.b) provides worship resources for six weeks (children and adult).

print Stewardship enlistment and
commitment

Knudsen, Raymond 1985 Wills 1 B 781SP

Every church has great potential for a stewardship program that is both spiritually enriching and financially successful. Here is a
practical approach for a process which can enable the church's individuals and families to mature in faith as responsible stewards of the
resources God has entrusted to their care.

print Stewardship Preaching Gravrock, Mark 1984 * 1 B 742.bSP

Contains sermon ideas from the ecumenical lectionary on stewardship issues and topics. Texts fall into stewardship of: oneself before
God; the Gospel; money and possessions; persons and relationships.

print Stewardship Preaching Swanson, Stephen O. 1983 Church Year 1 B 742.aSP

Contains sermon ideas from the ecumenical lectionary on stewardship issues and topics - these are either exegetical, homilitical, or
conversational.

print Stewardship Preaching Foege, Richard H. 1985 * 1 B 742.cSP

Contains sermon ideas from the ecumenical lectionary which touch on stewardship issues and topics, concentrating particularly on the
Gospel lessons.

print Stewardship sampler * 1987 Visitation|Financial
Development

2 B 844SP

booklets: Stewardship Programs Overview; Personal Visits; Personal Delivery; Direct Mail; Faith Promise; Consecration Day; May
Thanksgiving; Telephone Approach; K.I.S.S.

print Stewardship source book Shannon, Robert
C.|Shannon, J.
Michael

1987 Meditations 1 B 748SP

A complete stewardship program for the church. Includes sample letters, bulletin inserts, sermons, sermon outlines, and illustrations.
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print Stewardship:a response to the gift of
creation

Waddell, Richard 1986 Theology 1 B 786SP

Provides clergy and laity with a fresh perspective on possessions, whether for the congregation's management of its resources or for
individual Christians.

print Stewardship:lessons from the Bible Oliver, Gerald D. 1984 Stewardship-Bible Studies 1 B 780SP

60 guides to your study of stewardship. Intended for a group setting, so that through questions and applications, you may learn how
others view, implement, and manage their stewardship.

print Stewardship:taking care of god's world Fletcher, Sarah 1984 * 1 B 806SP

*

print Supply-side stewardship:a call to
biblical priorities

Werning, Waldo J. 1986 1 B 743SP

A call to biblical priorities, this book challenges church leaders to evaluate, set goals, and plan strategies on the basis of biblical
stewardship - giving from God's supply rather than the church's needs.

print Teaching and preaching
stewardship:an anthology

Murphy, Nordan C. 1985 * 1 B 750SP

An anthology of articles concerning various aspects of stewardship which have been presented at conferences on stewardship sponsored
by the National Commission on Stewardship.

print Teens as stewards Siudy, George n.d. Youth / Teenagers 1 B 809SP

Suggestions for helping youth learn the meaning of stewardship and how they can donate their time or talents to the church.

print Ten more who tithe Wright, Laura * Tithes 1 B 816SP

*

print The Covenant plan Hobbs, Ebert 1987 Volunteers / gifts / Every-
member visitation

1 B 746SP

Detailed manual containing all the essentials for an effective every-member visitation within a parish.
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print The Holy use of money Haughey, John C. 1986 * 1 B 759SP

A study of personal finances in the light of Christian faith. Tries to show God's intention for our economic system, one that should
express our spirituality, humanity, and freedom.

print The Money diet:biblical prescriptions
for financial success

Case, Richard
T.|Meier,
Paul|Minrith, Frank

1985 * 1 B 755SP

Contains biblical principles on Christian saving, giving, and psychological insights about human nature and one's natural tendencies in
the handling of money.

print The Steward's life Reformed Church 1985 Stewardship-Bible Studies 1 B 808SP

A stewardship statement by a task force of the Reformed Church of America intended to provide a foundation for understanding and
committment to Christian stewardship.

print The Stewardship of life in the kingdom
of death

Hall, Douglas John 1985 Meditations|Death 3 B 747SP

Message is that to be a steward in the world today is a more critical task than at any time in the Church's past, since what is entrusted to
our stewardship is the life of Creation itself. Hall outlines a biblical view of what it means to be partners in God's covenant of life.

print The telephone approach Kear, Anne Diller 1984 Financial Development 1 B 837SP

An introduction to the telephone approach. Incl. advantages, disadvantages, assumption, suggestions for calls, thank-you notes,
evaluation form, short case studies, etc.

print The Tithe:challenge or legalism? Johnson, Douglas
W.

1984 Tithes 1 B 772SP

Systematic study of the biblical concept of giving called tithing. Discussions based on scriptural concepts of giving: stewardship, the
tithe, first fruits, and jubilee. Gives techniques for developing a giving life pattern. Author believes if Christians understand giving as a
way of life rather than relating it simply to time or money, their ideas and practices of stewardship will be changed.

print Three streams, one river:a biblical
understanding of stewardship

Kelshaw, Terence * Mission 1 B 751SP

Primary emphasis on Christ's mission supports the direction of stewardship as the main work of the Church. Very helpful in enabling a
study group or stewardship committee to grow in the development of mission and ministry.
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print Time, talents, things Scott, Latayne 1987 Planned Giving / Spiritual Gifts 1 B 766SP

The good stewards of the Bible didn't merely admit to God's ultimate ownership of their possessions, abilities, and length of years on
earth. They shared their assests with others. Godly women and men have always done this, and can continue to do so today.

print Tithing is christian Towns, Elmer 1985 Tithes 1 B 765SP

Traces the history of giving money to God in the Old Testament. Traces the development of Storehouse tithing in the Old Testament.
Studies Jesus' teaching on the attitude a person should have in giving money to God. Examines the way early Christians gave money to
God.

print Under authority:supervision and
church leadership

Wilson, Charles R. 1989 Leadership|Supervision /
Stewardship

2 -- copy 1
in PEI

B 1036PA

Exploration of the role of leadership and team work with supervision a key theme. An underlying theme is stewardship: stewardship of
the church; accountability and getting things done.

print Visiting in the home n.d. Visitation 1 B 852SP

A handbook for visitors including typical objections to requests for donations, and effective answers.

print We've got something to share McLennan, Mark 1987 Stewardship-Bible Studies 1 B 825SP

A stewardship Bible study.

print What is Christian stewardship? Orthodox Church * Bible 3 -- copy3
in PEI

B 791SP

For study purposes: the concept that we ought to be stewards of the good things God has given us; what the good things are; why and
how we ought to give money; common reasons why we don't. Discussion questions included.

print What is proportionate giving? * * 6 -- copy
6 in PEI

B 789SP

Discusses: fundraising vs. christian stewardship, various approaches to stewardship, the theology of money, the motive for giving,
proportionate giving, etc. Can be used for group study.

print What you should know about Christian
money management

1986 * 2 B 796SP

What Christian money management is, what you should know about it, the benefits, setting goals, etc.
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print You can step up as stewards in
action:financial development in the
parish

Major, Carl, ed. 1988 Financial Development 3 B 833SP

Prepared to meet an immediate need for financial development in a parish. Addresses only the financial aspect of stewardship while
recognizing that being challenged in financial stewardship can lead to broader stewardship concerns. Helpful features: bible studies,
stewardship audit, mail campaign letters, visitor training, etc.

print Your money matters MacGregor,
Malcome

1988 * 1 B 756SP

About the meaning of money, and the meaning of the Bible. Contains virtually everything one needs to cope with the financial facts of
life: good buys, staying out of debt, establishing a realistic budget, training children in money matters.

video A better way 1978 Lifestyle|Death|Widows|Wills 1 V 240SP

A look at good stewardship of financial resources and of those we love, through the preparation of wills. In the form of a drama about a
retired couple suddenly stricken by the husband's death, advice is given about preparing financially for death and for the support of
family members.

video A Life of stewardship 198? Christian Life 1 V 216SP

"We are who we are by choice...we have a great deal of power-- how do we use it?" With assertions such as these, the Rt. Rev. William
G. Burrill, Bishop of Rochester, insists that stewardship is a way of living all of life. Delivered in five sections, with time between for
discussion breaks.

video Charlie takes the pledge 1992 Christian giving|Visitation 1 V 92-11SP

A humorous production, featuring Charlie Farquharson, which examines typical attitudes towards stewardship to help people become
more comfortable making a financial commitment to the church. Also intended to encourage visiting to discuss this financial
commitment as it relates to one's faith.

video Gifts to share 1988 Giving / Stewardship 3 V 222SP

A series of 4 separate clown skits about gifts and giving. We can laugh at the clowns, but part of our laughter is directed at ourselves.
The clowns reflect dynamics which operate within ourselves and within our faith communities around our gifts and the sharing of gifts.

video How do I respond? 1985 Spiritual Gifts 1 V 221.aSP

Everything we have--our lives, our talents, our treasures--has been given to us by our loving Father. Our response to ourselves, our
family, our church and our community is a reflection of his love. Our whole life and life-style provide the opportunity for true Christian
stewardship. Excellent for small groups or worship suggestions and youth group activities.
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Video Learning the joy of offering : a festive
meal keynote

Burrill, William G. 2004 Stewardship 2 v2004.16SP

A keynote address delivered by the Rt. Rev. William G. Burrill. A resource video also to be used by the Capital Campaign Task Group.

video More blessed to give 1986 Tithes 1 V 215SP

Video of a conference sponsored by the Diocese of New Westminster with theme speaker Bishop John MacNaughton of the Diocese of
West Texas. His address focuses on the principles of Biblical stewardship and that of the practice of tithing.

video Preaching Christian stewardship 1985 Materialism-religious aspects 1 V 217SP

James Forbes shares insights into the relationship of stewardship and preaching. In this series of three videocassettes he asks participants
to examine their own lives, the role of spirituality in stewardship, and the ways we speak about stewardship in the community of faith.

video Simple gifts 1984 Visioning / Spiritual gifts 1 V 218SP

Using our gifts that God has given us enables God's work to be done. Stewards need partners and in the church there are other stewards
who can support each other. We can share in visioning together. Through financial stewardship we can accomplish God's will.

video Stewards at work 1988 2 V 224SP

Shows how biblical stewardship is a vital area of Christian teaching and promises to help individuals understand the importance of
stewardship in their lives.

video Stewardship visitation 198? Visitation 1 V 214SP

This video course guides groups through the planning of parish visits. It should be especially welcome to those new at visitation -- or
those intimidated by the prospect. Staff Stewardship Officer Ron Reed leads a panel discussion of the "whys" and "why-nots" of parish
visits, interspersed with exercises from the Problem Solving Theater troupe, who enact a wide variety of fears in anticipation of visits;
the viewing audience is then invited to stop the tape for discussion and role-play. A practical and sensitive programme.

video The hands of the steward 1987 stewardship 1 V 223SP

Six people talk about different aspects of what it means to be a steward. No one who has seen "Hands of the Steward" can ever again
think of stewardship as only dealing with money. People will be challenged, people can be changed.

video The Names of money 1985 Money 1 V 219SP

Designed to show the importance of money in Christian terms and remind us of its uses in the church. Most importantly, it is designed
to help all of us in the church to deal more openly and positively with our own money especially in the life of the church.
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video The opportunity to give 1986 First portion giving|Percentage
giving

1 V 227SP

Christian stewardship is the management of the affairs of God on earth. How much we have is not what matters--it's what we do with
what we have that is of primary importance. While God calls us to manage 100% of our financial resources wisely, as Christians He
expects us to bring a "first portion" gift to the church each Sunday. This video attempts to bring the viewer a number of vital concepts
which will assist in growth and understanding of financial stewardship as a deeply spiritual matter.

video The principles of Christian stewardship 1989 1 V 251SP

Dr. Hilbert Berger contends that the study of stewardship and the total investigation of our faith should always be understandable and
enjoyable. The first of the four sessions outlines the widest concepts of Christian stewardship. The next three sessions provide a
theology of stewardship and Christian growth and give us a picture of the Church we'll never forget.

video The way to go 1989 Tithes 3 V 266SP

From Vancouver, Calgary, Ontario and Newfoundland, Anglicans share personal and family testimonies of their giving. This video was
designed to help viewers acquire a deeper understanding of stewardship in general and tithing in particular.

video Treasures 1980 Materialism-Religious aspects 1 V 225SP

A symbolic look at stewardship and man's relationship to material possessions. The rich man fills a station wagon and U-haul trailer
with his possessions and heads for the Kingdom trail. Finding it too narrow, he must cast off more and more of his treasures and
ultimately, he comes to a new understanding of life's priorities.

video Visiting can be fun 1988 Visitation 5 check V 220SP

This is a light-hearted, yet serious, "how-to" video to assist visitors to look at their visiting styles. The models shown are not perfect -
some things are done well and some things could be improved. They offer an example of facing tough questions and seeing in them
opportunities for new understanding.

video Visiting for commitments 1983 Visitation 1 V 226SP

A three-part video that is used to confirm the value of home visits for commitment. The first part shows the implications of securing
visitors; the second, the implications of training visitors and the last, training the visitors.

video When do I respond? 1985 Time management 1 V 221.cSP

Time, a precious gift from God, can pass minute by minute without any plan on our part to use it as God wishes. This video explores
using time wisely as good stewards of God's valuable gift. We are reminded that time is perishable and cannot be put into storage or
loaned out or saved for days when there is just not enough. Time is also an opportunity. Excellent for small group discussions.
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video Where there's a will 1990 Wills 3 V 250SP

A light-hearted approach to why wills are necessary, this video stars Don Harron (as Charlie Farquharson), Dorothy Hamilton and Bill
Carr. They deal with the importance of having a will and some of the stark realities of dying without one.

video Why do I respond? 1985 Gifts -- Planning / Motivation 1 V 221.bSP

Real people in a real church respond with their ideas on stewardship, and outstanding photography opens our eyes to the beautiful world
God has created for us and to the many gifts He has given us to manage. Excellent for stewardship committees to assist and guide other
church members in their response to God's many gifts. Planning guide features meeting outlines, Bible studies and prayers, a sermon
outline.
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